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Abstract— The increasing complexity of mobile applications
coupled with growing user demands lead to rapid battery drain in
mobile devices. However, battery technology cannot keep up with
these trends thus making power management one of the foremost
concerns. While system-level approaches to power management
exist, the energy impact of applications on individual system
components needs to be better understood for energy efficient
system design. In this work, we develop energy models for mobile
devices using performance counters and estimate the power
consumption of system components for numerous embedded
applications. Our models provide enhancements in I/O towards
estimating I/O energy and cache to incorporate energy consumed
during cache refill and write-back in the energy estimation
process. We further compare our power estimates with existing
models and demonstrate the uniqueness of our model.

applications, network protocols [10] as well as individual components such as displays [7] [8] and disks [19]. Approaches
have been categorized into Measurement and Modeling. Measurement based Methods [3] [9] utilize an external measurement device while modeling relies on cycle-level simulation
tools [4] [6] to model the power consumption of individual
components. Tiwari et al [1] modeled the instruction-level
power consumption of embedded processors. McCullough et
al. [2] utilized performance counters to model the power
consumption of full systems. Rivoire et al. [11] provided a
comparative evaluation of different power models for servers.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Power dissipation is one of the foremost concerns in
battery powered embedded systems such as mobile devices.
Advancements in computing and communication technologies
coupled with user mobility have propelled the usage of mobile
applications which significantly impact the power consumption
of system components. This necessitates the need for power
models to understand the impact of applications on the overall
system. Depending on the power estimates generated by a
power-model, an energy optimization plan can be developed
for facilitating efficient energy usage in mobile devices.
Power modeling has gained prominence due to increasing functionality in mobile devices. While Dynamic Power
refers to the application-dependent switching activity and
can be tracked by analyzing architectural-level power and
performance traces of individual applications, leakage power
is consumed whenever components are powered on and is
independent of application usage. We focus our analysis on
dynamic power and leave leakage power for future work.
In this work, we present energy models for mobile devices
using Performance Counters and estimate the power consumed
by individual system components for embedded applications.
In contrast to existing works, we account for the energy
consumed by I/O and improve upon the existing cache models
primarily focused on access counts to incorporate power
consumed during cache refill and write-back in the power
estimation process. Further, we present a detailed comparison
between power estimation values reported by our model and
previous models and demonstrate the uniqueness of our model.

III. P OWER M ODELING IN M OBILE DEVICES

II. R ELATED W ORK
The problem of power modeling has been addressed at
all levels of the system ranging from hardware, system [12],
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Power Modeling is necessary to understand the various
factors that impact power consumption in mobile devices.
While power can be modeled at different levels of the system,
architectural-level models capture a high-level view of the
system and can be used to make better power-performance
trade-offs by considering application behavior. In the recent
past, power modeling has become a significant challenge due
to the integration of numerous processing cores and Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs) on a mobile device.
Current approaches for power modeling can be classified
into utilization-based power modeling [4] and performance
counters [18] based power estimation.
Utilization-based Modeling: These approaches model the
utilization of individual system components and estimate the
corresponding power consumption. In this approach, the main
challenge lies in mapping the utilization to the corresponding
power consumption using statistical methods if per-component
estimates are unknown. The main drawback of this approach
is that it does not consider component-specific events such as
cache misses.
Performance Counters: Mobile processors are augmented
with special-purpose registers called Performance Counters for
collecting component-specific statistics. These statistics can
be used to build power models for individual components.
The procedure lies in collecting events that are representative
of the power consumed in mobile devices and understanding
the relationship between them. Statistics for each of these
events can be obtained either through cycle-level simulation
tools such as Wattch [6] or measurement-based approaches for
power estimation.
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TABLE I
ARM-C ORTEX -A15 P ERFORMANCE M ONITORING E VENTS
Component

Performance Event

Description

CPU

CPU CYCLE

CPU cycles

Memory

MEM ACCESS LD

Memory access read

Cache

consumption needs to be estimated. Energy consumed by I/O,
Ei/o , can be computed using the following equation
Ei/o = (Telapsed − Tcpu ) ∗ Pi/o

MEM ACCESS ST

Memory access write

L1I CACHE

L1 instruction cache access

L1D CACHE

L1 data cache access

L1I CACHE REFILL

L1 instruction cache refill

L1D CACHE REFILL

L1 data cache refill

L1D CACHE WB

L1 data cache write back

L2D CACHE

L2 data cache access

L2D CACHE REFILL

L2 data cache refill

L2D CACHE WB

L2 data cache write back

where, Telapsed , Tcpu and Pi/o refer to total time, CPU time
and power consumed by I/O respectively. We obtained the
statistics for each of them by running benchmark applications
on Simplescalar. Ei/o can be further calculated using the
following equation
Ei/o = (Telapsed − Tcpu ) ∗ (PAddressi/o + PDatai/o ) (4)

IV. E NERGY M ODELING
We utilize Performance Counters to build an energy model
for mobile devices. We consider ARM-Cortex-A15 processor
due to its deployment in modern computing devices such as
smartphones for which there exists numerous performance
events [20] defined to track event-specific statistics. We select
a subset of these events that are representative of energy
consumption in mobile devices, group them by component
and outline them in Table I. Below we present our model for
each system component.
CPU Energy Model: Energy consumed by CPU, Ecpu , can
be computed using the following equation
Ecpu = Pcpu ∗ Tcpu

(3)

(1)

where, Pcpu is the average power consumed by CPU and Tcpu
refers to CPU time taken for running the application. We
computed CPU time by running benchmark applications on
Simplescalar.
We calculate Pcpu using Wattch. In particular, we isolated
the power consumption of CPU and cache and obtained
the average power consumption of CPU using the following
equation.
Pcpu = (Pren + Pbpre + Pwin + Plsq + Preg + Preb
(2)
+ Pclk + Palu )/CycleT ime
where Pren = Rename U nit P ower,
Pbpre = Branch P redictor P ower,
Pwin = Instruction W indow P ower,
Plsq = Load Store Queue P ower,
Preg = Register F ile P ower,
Preb = Result Bus P ower,
Pclk = Clock P ower and
Palu = ALU P ower
I/O Energy Model: While CPU time refers to the time taken
by CPU for executing applications, it does not account for the
time spent in I/O operations during which CPU remains in
idle mode. This time is commonly referred as slack time. I/O
energy consumption has recently gained significance due to
the complexity involved in mobile applications [21]. Thus time
spent in I/O operations along with the corresponding power

where, PAddressi/o and PDatai/o refer to power consumed by
Address I/O and Data I/O respectively.
Memory Energy Model: Energy consumed by Memory
depends on the number of read and write memory accesses
along with the energy required to perform each of those
accesses. We adapt the energy model from [17] for memory
energy estimation. Energy consumed by Memory, Emem can
be calculated using the following equation
Emem = (numreads) ∗ Eread + (numwrites) ∗ Ewrite

(5)

where numreads, numwrites, Eread and Ewrite refer to number of read accesses, number of write accesses, per-access read
and write-energy respectively.
Cache Energy Model: Energy consumed by cache, Ecache
can be computed using the following equation
Ecache = Eil1cache + Edl1cache + Edl2cache

(6)

where Eil1cache , Edl1cache and Edl2cache refer to energy consumed by Instruction Cache, Level 1 Data Cache and Level 2
Data Cache respectively.
We compute Edl1cache using the following equation
Edl1cache = Edl1access + Edl1ref ill + Edl1writeback

(7)

where Edl1access = Cache Access Energy,
Edl1ref ill = Cache Refill Energy and
Edl1writeback = Cache write-back Energy
Edl1access , Edl1ref ill and Edl1writeback can be computed
using the following equation
Edl1cache = (naccess ∗ Edl1access ) + (nref ill ∗ Edl1ref ill )
(8)
+ (nwriteback ∗ Edl1writeback )
where naccess , nref ill and nwriteback refer to number of cache
accesses, cache refills and cache writebacks respectively.
Similarly, energy consumed by instruction cache and Level2 data cache can be estimated.
V. E NERGY E STIMATION
CPU Energy Estimation: To estimate the CPU energy consumption of embedded applications, we performed simulations
using Simplescalar [14] and Wattch [6]. In particular, we
estimated the CPU time using Simplescalar and the power
consumed by CPU using Wattch. A clock cycle time of
1.25 ns was assumed for computing CPU time. These values
were then provided as parameters to our model and the CPU
energy consumption for different benchmark applications was
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TABLE II
CPU E NERGY C ONSUMPTION

TABLE V
M EMORY E NERGY C ONSUMPTION

Application

CPU Energy

Application

Memory Energy

ADPCM

1.639 J

ADPCM

0.1245 J

Dijkstra

2.172 J

Dijkstra

1.025 J

Patricia

10.559 J

Patricia

1.721 J

TABLE III
TABLE VI
CACTI PARAMETERS

I/O E NERGY C ONSUMPTION
Application

I/O Energy

ADPCM

7.32 J

Parameter

Value

Dijkstra

16.39 J

Instruction Cache

Patricia

61.03 J

Cache Size: 16384
Line Size: 32
Associativity: 1

L1 Data Cache

Cache Size: 16384
Line Size: 32
Associativity: 4

L2 Data Cache

Cache Size: 262144
Line Size: 64
Associativity: 4

estimated. We used benchmark applications from the MiBench
[16] benchmark suite for energy estimation. Table II displays
the results for CPU energy estimation.
I/O Energy Estimation: To estimate the energy consumed
by I/O, we performed simulations using Simplescalar to track
CPU time and elapsed time. Since Wattch does not account
for I/O power, we used Sim-PAnalyzer [20] to estimate I/O
power consumption. Sim-PAnalyzer is a power analysis tool
for the ARM model of Simplescalar.
With the CPU time and elapsed time obtained for each
application along with the corresponding I/O power consumption, energy consumed by I/O was estimated. Table III displays
the results for I/O energy estimation.
Memory Energy Estimation: To estimate the energy consumed by memory, we performed simulations using Simplescalar and CACTI. In particular, we wrote source code
to track the number of read and write memory accesses on
Simplescalar. We used CACTI to estimate the per-access read
and write energy of DRAM memories. Our DDR3 memory
configuration is described in Table IV
With the read and write memory access statistics obtained
for each application along with per-access read/write energy,
we estimated the energy consumption of DRAM memory.
Table V displays the results for energy consumption of DRAM
memories obtained using our model.
Cache Energy Estimation: To estimate the energy consumed
TABLE IV
DDR3 MEMORY CONFIGURATION

Technology

90nm

Number of Read/Write Ports

1

Number of Read Ports

2

Number of Write Ports

2

by caches, we performed simulations using Simplescalar and
CACTI 4.2 [15]. In particular, we obtained cache access statistics along with the number of writebacks and replacements
using Simplescalar and the dynamic read and write energy of
varying cache configurations using CACTI. Parameters for the
CACTI tool are described in Table VI.
From the per-access statistics for dynamic read and write
energy, total dynamic read energy was estimated as the sum of
read/write ports and read ports times the per-access dynamic
read energy. Similar procedure was followed to estimate the
total dynamic write energy. The results for the total dynamic
read and write energy for each of the caches are detailed in
Table VII.
From the total dynamic read and write energy for each of
the caches, energy consumption of the caches corresponding to
each application was calculated and the results are described
in Table VIII.

Parameter

Value

Capacity

1 GB

TABLE VII

Number of banks

8

T OTAL DYNAMIC R EAD AND W RITE E NERGY FOR C ACHES

Associativity

1

Technology

90nm

Cache

Total Dynamic Energy

Number of Read/Write Ports

1

IL1

Number of Read Ports

2

Read Energy: 0.2466 nJ
Write Energy: 0.0891 nJ

DL1

Read Energy: 0.5136 nJ
Write Energy: 0.1104 nJ

DL2

Read Energy: 1.7457 nJ
Write Energy: 0.375 nJ

Number of Write Ports

2

Access Time

26.7655 ns

Read Energy

4.535 nJ

Write Energy

4.51144 nJ
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TABLE VIII
C ACHE E NERGY C ONSUMPTION
Application

Cache Energy

ADPCM

IL1: 8.70 mJ
DL1: 1.23 mJ
DL2: 2.128 µJ

Dijkstra

IL1: 13.83 mJ
DL1: 9.08 mJ
DL2: 0.458 mJ

Patricia

system components for embedded applications. Our model
provides significant enhancements in I/O and cache energy
modeling, thus enabling design space exploration for energy
optimization. We propose to explore architectural enhancements such as dynamic cache reconfiguration for embedded
applications and user-efficient system solutions as part of
future work.
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The uniqueness of our model lies in accounting for the
energy consumed by cache accesses, refills and write-backs
for realistic power estimation compared to existing models
such as Wattch primarily focused on cache accesses.
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